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 LNC  Platform  Committee  2022  Minutes 
 *Zoom meeting online* 
 Mar 3rd, 2022 9 PM ET 

 This call was  RECORDED  and took place  online via Zoom 

 1. Call to order  _ 

 The meeting was called to order by Caryn Ann Harlos at 9:03  pm ET 
 ALL TIMES LISTED ARE EASTERN (please adjust accordingly) 

 2. Roll Call***  . 
 ***At roll call there were  (11)  members  out of (  19)  present: 
 Gary Alvstad, Mark Braiman, Ted Brown, Joe Brungardt, Matt Cholko, Caryn Ann Harlos, Ken 
 Mattes, Omar Recuero, Mike Seebeck, Curry Taylor, John Thompson 

 Not present were: 
 Josh Chappell, Joshua McHoes, Tim McMaster, Dustin Nanna, Ashley Shade, Cobi Clark, Sean 
 Dempsey, Mary Swim 
 ̂   present in person **Allowed alternate to sit 

 3. Alternates**  . 
 Call for committee alternates present (names will be listed in the minutes) 

 At roll call for first alternates present were:  Clayton  Casciato,  Carolyn Clift  *, Jeinay LeBlanc, 
 Starchild* 

 Not Present:  Jim Cavoli, Paul Grindle, Shawn Hickman,  Rachel Nyx, Chris Luchini, Daniel 
 Muehl-Miller 
 At roll call for the second alternates present were: 
 Not Present:  Kat Martin, Caleb Newbill, Tim Yow 
 (  _____ )*  see note 1 

 4. Determination of Quorum  . 
 (a majority of seated members )  (11 when all 20 positions are filled. 19 total seats currently) 
 Quorum is  13 / 7 / 9  at roll call 

 (11)  primary members and  (2)  *alternates standing  in at roll call(see note 1) 
 **These numbers are subject to change as committee members will join or drop off during the meeting** 
 ***The roll call sheet link will be attached at then end of these minutes*** 

 NOTE 1 
 * Carolyn Clift will sit for AK 
 * Starchild will sit as LNC alternate 



 5. Public Comment  _ 
 There were no guests in the gallery. Matt Cholko addressed the committee. 

 6. Meeting Summary  . 
 The meeting began with an announcement by the Chair, that she will need to drop off at some point and Mr 
 Brown would preside. 
 The next item taken up is item B, see agenda(  appendix  A)  approve the previous meeting minutes, the 
 Chair moved this item to an email ballot in one week which was approved without objection. 

 The next item taken up is old business from the previous meeting which is consideration of proposal 8 from 
 the 2020 report. A substitute motion was offered and amended, but defeated. The proposal(main motion) 
 was amended and adopted to the committee report. 

 The meeting adjourned shortly after the adoption vote. 

 Section 7 below, will detail all motions, amendments, vote tallies and any and all points of orders. 

 NOTE 2 
 Text in  BLUE  are additions and amendments. Text in  RED  is to be struck. 
 Text  in italics  is pending 
 Text in  YELLOW  are adopted motions for the committee  report 

 NOTE 3 
 Terms used: [POI] Point of Information, [POO] Point of Order, [OOO] Out of Order, 
 [LNC] Libertarian National Committee, [WO] Without Objection 

 NOTE 4 
 Vote Tally legend  Aye-Nay-Abstention  (0-0-0) 



 7. Motions and Votes  . 
 < AGENDA ITEM D > 

 Text of proposal 8(Main motion) as amended from previous committee meeting [Old Business] 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 The Constitution and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended  even during time of war  or curtailed, whether 
 based on circumstances of war,  epidemic  ,  natural disaster  or emergency, or any other pretense. 
 Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to 
 oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the 
 public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. 
 We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Shall the committee adopt the amended text as the main motion 
 Motion  PASS 8-1-2  at 9:11pm  (  see vote Tally  Ballot  2  ) 
 The main motion now reads as follows 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter 
 threats to domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil 
 liberties of our citizens. The Constitution and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended or curtailed, 
 whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other 
 pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be 
 subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to 
 keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
 government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual 
 punishments, without exception. 

 Harlos introduces a substitute motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or imagined 
 emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for expanding or 
 concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the Constitution or Bill of Rights. 
 The Constitution and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended even during time of war.  Intelligence agencies 
 that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. 
 We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should 
 have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture 
 and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 The Chair instructs the committee, that we first perfect the language of the main motion and then the 
 substitute, followed by a vote on whether to adopt the substitute or not 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=0&range=J2


 Brungardt moves the following amendment to the main motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 The Constitution  ,  and  including the  Bill of Rights  ,  shall not be suspended or curtailed, whether based on 
 circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies 
 that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. 
 We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should 
 have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture 
 and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Brungardt amendment  PASS 6-3-3  at 9:22pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 3  ) 
 The main motion now reads as follows 
 The defense of the country requires that we have  adequate intelligence to detect and to counter 
 threats to domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil 

 liberties of our citizens. The Constitution, including the Bill of Rights, shall not be suspended or 
 curtailed, whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or 

 any other pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the 
 nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 

 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows 
 that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual 
 punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild moves the following amendment to the main motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 The Constitution  ,  and  including  especially the  Bill  of Rights  ,  shall not be suspended or curtailed, whether 
 based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence 
 agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and 
 transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information 
 that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the 
 use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild amendment  FAILS 5-5-3  at 9:31pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 4  ) 
 *  Harlos passes gavel(see NOTE 5) 

 Braiman moves the following amendment to the main motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining  the  civil liberties  of our  citizens  . 
 The Constitution, including the Bill of Rights, shall not be suspended or curtailed, whether based on 
 circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies 
 that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. 
 We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should 
 have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture 
 and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Braiman amendment  PASS 12-0-0  at 9:37pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot  5  ) 
 The main motion now reads as follows 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1h0ugTRKz78gIfbxZ_kC1xIJT_c6BIGTdTMWjH39oWwM/edit#gid=652974600&range=I2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=0&range=X2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=652974600&range=B2


 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter 
 threats to domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining civil liberties. 
 The Constitution, including the Bill of Rights, shall not be suspended or curtailed, whether based on 
 circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence 
 agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight 
 and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public 
 information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the 
 law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Braiman moves the following amendment to the main motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining  civil liberties.  Constitutional 
 rights  The Constitution, including the Bill of Rights,  shall not be suspended or curtailed, whether based on 
 circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies 
 that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. 
 We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should 
 have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture 
 and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Seebeck moves the following amendment to the amendment 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining  civil liberties.  Individual  rights 
 Constitutional rights  The Constitution, including the  Bill of Rights,  shall not be suspended or curtailed, 
 whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or any other pretense. 
 Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to 
 oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the 
 public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. 
 We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Seebeck amendment  PASS 5-2-5  at 9:49pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 6  ) 
 This secondary amendment now becomes the first amendment 

 Braiman moves the following amendment to the amendment 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining  civil liberties. Individual  rights 
 shall not be  suspended or  curtailed, whether based  on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or 
 emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of 
 the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 
 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
 government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, 
 without exception. 

 Braiman amendment  PASS 10-1-1  at 9:37pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot  7  ) 
 This secondary amendment now becomes the first amendment 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=652974600&range=I2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=652974600&range=P2


 Starchild moves the following amendment to the amendment 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining  civil liberties.  Individual  rights 
 shall not be curtailed, whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or emergency, or 
 any other pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must 
 be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep 
 from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has 
 violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild amendment  PASS 6-3-3  at 9:37pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot  8  ) 
 This secondary amendment now becomes the first amendment and reads as follows: 
 Individual rights shall not be curtailed, whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or 
 emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the 
 nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 
 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
 government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, 
 without exception. 

 At this time, the committee moves to perfect the language of the substitute motion 

 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or imagined 
 emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for expanding or 
 concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the Constitution or Bill of Rights. 
 Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to 
 oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the 
 public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. 
 We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Brungardt moves to postpone until the next meeting of the committee 
 motion  FAILS 2-9-1  at 4:12pm  (  see vote Tally  Ballot  9  ) 

 Taylor moves the following amendment to the substitute motion 
 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter threats to 
 domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. 
 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or imagined 
 emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for expanding or 
 concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the Constitution or Bill of Rights. 
 The Constitution and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended even during time of war.  Intelligence agencies 
 that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. 
 We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should 
 have, especially that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture 
 and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Taylor amendment  PASS 6-3-3  at 10:33pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 10  ) 
 The substitute motion now reads as follows 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=652974600&range=W2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=53819924&range=B2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=53819924&range=I2


 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or 
 imagined emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext 
 for expanding or concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the 
 Constitution or Bill of Rights. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of 
 the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of 
 secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which 
 shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and 
 unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild moves the following amendment to the substitute motion 
 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or imagined 
 emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for expanding or 
 concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the Constitution  especially the  or 
 Bill of Rights. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be 
 subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret classifications to keep 
 from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the government has 
 violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild amendment  PASS 6-2-4  at 10:42pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 11  ) 
 The substitute motion now reads as follows 
 We hold that an individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or 
 imagined emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext 
 for expanding or concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the 
 Constitution especially the Bill of Rights. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the 
 security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s 
 use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that 
 which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel 
 and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Starchild moves the following amendment to the substitute motion 
 We hold that a  A  n individual's right of choice and  attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or 
 imagined emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for 
 expanding or concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the Constitution 
 especially the Bill of Rights. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the 
 nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 
 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
 government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, 
 without exception. 

 Starchild amendment  PASS 7-1-4  at 10:46pm  (  see vote  Tally  Ballot 12  ) 
 The substitute motion now reads as follows 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=53819924&range=P2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=53819924&range=W2


 An individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility is absolute, and no real or imagined 
 emergency (whether medical, environmental, military, or other) can be used as a pretext for 
 expanding or concentrating government power, including the suspension or curtailing of the 
 Constitution especially the Bill of Rights. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the 
 security of the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s 
 use of secret classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that 
 which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel 
 and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Shall the committee adopt the amended substitute motion 
 motion  FAILS 1-10-1  at 10:53pm  (  see vote Tally  Ballot  13  ) 

 Shall the committee adopt proposal 8 as amended from the 2020 Platform report 
 motion  PASS 9-3-0  at 10:57pm  (  see vote Tally  Ballot  14  ) 

 Proposal  8  (amend plank 3.2) from the 2020 platform  committee report was amended and adopted and now reads: 
 Individual rights shall not be curtailed, whether based on circumstances of war, epidemic, natural disaster or 
 emergency, or any other pretense. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of 
 the nation must be subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 
 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
 government has violated the law. We oppose the use of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, 
 without exception. 

 Brungardt moves to adjourn  which passed without objection 
 The meeting adjourned at 10:56pm. 

 8. Next Meeting Date and Time  . 
 March 10, 2022 at 9pm eastern (online) 

 NOTE 5 Attendance 
 Harlos drops at 9:34pm, quorum is 12 / 7 / 9 
 Clift drops, McHoes present, will sit for AK, quorum is  unchanged 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NjEHrfBmb1amDR7V9hJDBrZhajqjm2E9FZ4jt7NG30/edit#gid=1000156355&range=AD1
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=588865919&range=B2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE/edit#gid=588865919&range=I2


 9. Adjourn  . 
 The meeting adjourned at 10:56pm ET 

 The full Roll Call and Vote Tally Sheet is located here: 
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE 
 /edit#gid=0 

 The PDF version of the vote tally is here: 
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SYTT7z7w5GTeiOvnbiiC8GMY3uR4irDS/view?usp=sharing 

 Here is a list of items adopted by email since before this meeting of the committee: 

 EMAIL BALLOT PC22-04 (see attachment) 
 Set March meeting schedule 
 PASSED  2/22/22 -- Vote Tally:  8-0-3-8 
 Voting AYE: Alvstad, Brown, Harlos, Mattes, McHoes, Seebeck, Taylor, Thompson 
 Voting NAY: none 
 Express Abstention: Brungardt, Nanna, Recuero 
 No Vote Cast: Braiman/Grindle, /LeBlanc, Chappell/Luchini, Cholko, Clark/Hickman/Newbill, 
 Dempsey,  McMaster, Shade/Starchild, Swim 
 Ballot:  https://tinyurl.com/43frv2xe 

 This concludes the minutes for the March 3rd, 2022 meeting by Omar Recuero, Committee Secretary 
 Date Posted to the LNC Platform list: 3/17/22 
 Date of Approval:  4/1/22  https://tinyurl.com/pc22-09-vote 

 The master motion list of proposals that have passed can be found here: 
 From the Chair: 
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kE2vopdTToXHr8nNFwBsQDOrRsq_xsI28xWLeOqh-3Y/edit?usp=sharing 

 The master list of all meeting minutes can be found here: 
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hTO96Yjmkmj3H1YJdarXpchuoOHhNWF6Sk4SKcv0aB0/edit?usp=s 
 haring 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sUHC5RCiT2pjToWnyfjfLyoEf6bqzYMIsyHiG98RvyE
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 Current Committee Roster 
 (15) Primary Members appointed by states and (5) by LNC 

 Gary Alvstad (CA) 
 Mark Braiman NY) 
 Ted Brown (TX) 
 Joe Brungardt (MI) 
 Josh Chappell (NM) 
 Matt Cholko (VA) 
 Cobi Clark (WA) 
 Sean Dempsey (NH) 
 Caryn Ann Harlos (LNC) 
 Ken Mattes (IL) 
 Tim McCaster (PA) 
 Joshua McHoes (AK) 
 Dustin Nanna (OH) 
 Omar Recuero (LNC) 
 Mike Seebeck (CO) 
 Ashley Shade LNC) 
 Mary Swim (LNC) 
 Curry Taylor (LNC) 
 John Thompson (FL) 

 State and LNC Alternates 
 Clayton Casciato (CO) 
 Jim Cavoli (OH) 
 Carolyn Clift (AK) 
 Paul Grindle (NY) 
 Shawn Hickman (WA) 
 Jeinay LeBlanc (TX) 
 Chris Luchini (NH) 
 Daniel Muehl-Miller (MI) 
 Rachel Nyx (CA) 
 Starchild (LNC) 

 2nd Alternates(State only) 
 Kat Martin (CO) 
 Caleb Newbill (WA) 
 Tim Yow (MI) 



 APPENDIX A 
 AGENDA 

 2022 Nation Platform Committee 
 Notice of Zoom E-Meeting 

 Date: March 3, 2022 

 Time:  9:00 PM Eastern 

 Register in advance for this meeting: 

 https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEtc-GqrjIoGNP5TZHvTQw 
 H  NGC3k50GoE1g 

 Video from last meeting: 
 Unfortunately it did not record do to my shoddy internet connection, will not happen again 

 Secretary’s live notes: 
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lq_5r2bw2Op8ccCZgfBtw9w9cOEU9Vm4UIwZGWvE3Ao/edit?usp =sharing 

 Secretary’s vote tally sheet: 
 https://tinyurl.com/22PC-e-votes 

 Chair’s draft timeline: 
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1prmF6d707OKaw8yhd29gC-wFyz74LLwJI72bD5-hb40/edit?us p=sharing 

 Committee LPedia page: 
 https://lpedia.org/wiki/Platform_Committee_2022 

 Chair’s Master Sheet of Passed Proposals (waiting on one form from Mike Seebeck): 
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kE2vopdTToXHr8nNFwBsQDOrRsq_xsI28xWLeOqh-3Y/edit?u 
 sp=sharing 

 Working copy of amended platform: 
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EEXj21aZRvrcC7BUJphDykryIGnCr5-f/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113 
 226973046017453657&rtpof=true&sd=true 

 9:00PM  Call for Order and Attendance 

 A.  Opportunity for Public Comment (10 Minutes) 

 B.  Approval of Minutes from February 20, 2022 meeting (will move to defer 
 to email) 



 C.  Thank you to Ted Brown for taking over during technology difficulties last 
 meeting 

 D.  Postponed from last meeting to first item of proposals to this meeting: 

 We are at this motion to amend to add in epidemic by Mr. Braiman: 

 The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to 
 detect and to counter threats to domestic security. This requirement must not 
 take priority over maintaining the civil liberties of our citizens. The Constitution 
 and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended  even during  time  of war  or 
 curtailed, whether based on circumstances of  war,  epidemic  , natural 
 disaster or emergency, or any  other pretense.  Intelligence  agencies that 
 legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be subject to 
 oversight and transparency. We oppose the government’s use of secret 
 classifications to keep from the public information that it should have, especially 
 that which shows that the government has violated the law. We oppose the use 
 of torture and other cruel and unusual punishments, without exception. 

 Substitute Motion to be moved by Chair once in order (Chair  will not speak to or 
 debate motion, offered as a means of  consolidating  multiple suggestions and to 
 move things along): 

 3.2 Internal Security and Individual Rights 

 E.  The defense of the country requires that we have adequate  intelligence to 
 detect and to counter threats to domestic  security.  This requirement must not 
 take priority over  maintaining the civil liberties  of our citizens.  We hold that 
 an  individual's right of choice and attendant responsibility  is  absolute, 
 and no real or imagined emergency (whether  medical,  environmental, 
 military, or other) can be used as  a pretext for expanding  or 
 concentrating government  power, including the suspension  or 
 curtailing of the  Constitution or Bill of Rights.  T  he Constitution and Bill 
 of  Rights shall not be suspended even during time  of war.  Intelligence 
 agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the  security  of the nation must be 
 subject to oversight and  transparency. We oppose the  government’s use of 
 secret  classifications to keep from the public information  that it  should have, 
 especially that which shows that the government  has  violated the law. We 
 oppose the use of torture and other  cruel and unusual  punishments, without 
 exception. 

 Chair’s Suggestion: Move proposal 13 to be considered  immediately 
 thereafter as related. 

 Postponed from last meeting to second item of proposals to this meeting: 

 Proposal Nine - Gender Autonomy  1 



 F.  As proposed by Mr. Seebeck and postponed to be the third item of 
 proposals for this meeting: 

 Libertarians support free markets. We defend the right of individuals to form 
 corporations, cooperatives and other  types of entities  commercial 
 enterprises  based on voluntary association. We oppose  all forms of 
 government subsidies and bailouts to business, labor, or any other special 
 interest. Government should not compete with private 

 enterprise.  We reject government charter of corporations.  We call for a 
 separation of business and state. 

 Proposal Eleven - Marketplace Freedom 

 Combined with: 

 Proposal Fourteen - Marketplace Freedom 

 Continuation of consideration of proposals from the  2020  National 
 Platform Committee  report as follows: 

 G. 

 H. 

 Proposal Thirteen - Healthcare 

 Proposal Fifteen - New Plank Law Enforcement 

 I. 

 J. 

 K. 

 L. 

 Proposal Sixteen - International Affairs 

 Proposal Seventeen - Internal Security and Individual Rights  2  Proposal 

 Eighteen - Healthcare 

 Proposal Nineteen - Intellectual Property 

 M. 

 N. 

 Proposal Twenty - Self-Determination 

 Proposal Twenty-One - Territorial Autonomy  3 

 9:00PM  Announce Next Meeting Date (March 10, 2022 at 9pm Eastern) 
 and Adjournment 



 Ballot PC22-04 


